MPS Therapy – Integrative Pain Management.

Introducing Dolphin Neurostim™ and MPS Therapy, an innovative, hybrid pain relief device and
a revolutionary, hybrid therapeutic modality. MPS Therapy integrates the principles of
acupuncture with modern neurology to provide an all natural, holistic approach to treatment.
Through the combination of modern Western science and ancient Chinese medicine, they work
hand-in-hand to provide highly effective, all natural relief from chronic pain.
Microcurrent Point Stimulation (MPS) Therapies are the therapeutic protocols developed for the
Dolphin Neurostim. It applies brief, concentrated microcurrent impulses to specific treatment
points that naturally reduces nervous system STRESS and cortisol, relaxing muscle tone and
releasing the body’s natural pain killers, endorphins. This multi-pronged effect on the body’s
nervous, muscular and endocrine systems is the reason why the Dolphin Neurostim works so
fast and effectively with many chronic pain conditions. MPS is the world’s first integrative
therapy developed exclusively to sympathetically DE-Regulate the ANS and fight chronic pain.
The theoretical underpinnings of MPS Therapy are based on combining the “therapeutic pearls”
of acupuncture, osteopathy, integrative dentistry, neural therapy with modern neurology with
Dolphin microcurrent.
How Does it Work?
Dolphin Neurostim locates and applies concentrated DC microcurrent to therapeutically active
points (acupuncture & trigger) for the purpose of relaxing muscles, calming the nervous system
and releasing endorphins, the body’s natural painkillers. The Dolphin is engineered to detect
and treat these active points with great scientific precision & potency, providing stimulation of all
three systems at once — nervous, muscular and endocrine.
MPS protocols are the ultimate in integrative pain protocols. The power of integrating all these
healing techniques into one protocol means MPS can produce far superior outcomes over
traditionally pain therapies (in a fraction of treatment time). MPS protocols are easy to adapt into
any clinical setting or time frame. No wonder the MPS Therapy is now the first choice for
treatment of chronic pain by over 40,000 therapists and hundreds of hospitals worldwide.
MPS has been a remarkable success in the fight against chronic pain. The results are so
impressive using this approach that complete or substantial relief (60-85%+) from pain often
occurs within 1-3 applications.
Most patients require 2-10 treatments for lasting outcomes, with some chronic patients requiring
ongoing daily or bi-weekly applications. MPS protocols may be quickly individualized to any
patient’s needs. MPS Therapy is reported to be significantly more effective than many other
therapies offered on the marketplace, often providing the only “breakthrough” many pain
patients have ever experienced.

